Unto the Populace of Winters Gate, the Honorable Seneschal of Oertha and Their Majesties of the West,
It is with joy that we, Floyd of Winters Gate and Iriniia Myschkenova, do tender our Letter of Intent for
the Baronial Coronets of Winters Gate.
I, Iriniia, have been a member of the society for 12 years, I bring stability and a connection with older
members, those that have been in the society for awhile and are set with their traditions. I am
apprenticed to Mistress Rolynnda of the Azure Stone and Protégé to Mistress Morgana yr Oerfa. Since
the beginning I have served on several courts both Baronial and Principality and seen the work needed
to help keep the dream alive for all members. Over the years I have held many positions: In 2007 I held
the interim position of Principality A&S officer for 6 months, I held the position of Baronial Exchequer for
Winters Gate for three years and was A&S deputy for Winters Gate for many years. Before moving to
Winters Gate from Eskalya I traveled monthly to Winters Gate to assist in training future fencers. I have
assisted in the preparation of many of feasts and events, recently I co-autocrated Winters Gate
Michaelmas Feast in 2015.
My husband, Floyd is newer to the society having only been a paying member for 2 years and he is
bringing with him the ability to see through the eyes of a new member. Being able to see what new
members/ young members see will help recruit and retain them. He jumped into the society by helping
to plan and build the new Baronial thrones when it was made obvious they were needed. He joyfully
lends a hand from running and getting food for visiting Royalty to assisting in feast kitchens when
needed, he also was the co-autorcrat for our 2015 Michaelmas Feast.
As parents we know and understand that everyone has their own versions of the Dream. We would like
to encourage all members to find their Dream as we encourage our children to find theirs. One of the
greatest joys we have found within the SCA is that it can be a family for those needing one. We would
like to encourage that familial feeling by encouraging activities focused on helping all members grow
and find their place within this society. To do this we would like to add new focus on minors while
honoring current traditions and creating new ones.
Yours in Service
Lord Floyd of Winters Gate
Mundainly Floyd Nabinger

Lady Iriniia Myschkenova
Mundainly Althea Nabinger

